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In stark contrast with the three-dimensional case, higher-dimensional Chern–Simons theories can
have non-topological, propagating degrees of freedom. Finding those vacua that allow for the prop-
agation of linear perturbations, however, proves to be surprisingly challenging. The simplest solu-
tions are somehow “hyper-stable,” preventing the construction of realistic, four-dimensional physical
models.
Here, we show that a Randall–Sundrum brane universe can be regarded as a vacuum solution of
Chern–Simons gravity in five-dimensional spacetime, with non vanishing torsion along the dimen-
sion perpendicular to the brane. Linearized perturbations around this solution not only exist, but
behave as standard gravitational waves on a four-dimensional Minkowski background. In the non-
perturbative regime, the solution leads to a four-dimensional “cosmological function” Λ (x) which
depends on the Euler density of the brane.
Interestingly, the fact that the solution admits nontrivial linear perturbations seems to be related
to an often neglected property of the Randall–Sundrum spacetime: that it is a group manifold, or,
more precisely, two identical group manifolds glued together along the brane. The gravitational
theory is then built around this fact, adding the Lorentz generators and one scalar generator needed
to close the algebra. In this way, a conjecture emerges: a spacetime that is also a group manifold
can be regarded as the ground state of a Chern–Simons theory for an appropriate Lie algebra.
PACS numbers: 04.50.+h, 04.50.Kd
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I. INTRODUCTION
Higher-dimensional Chern–Simons (CS) theories enjoy
a host of properties that make them interesting theoreti-
cal laboratories. For a recent review of their relevance to
gravitation theory, the reader is advised to check Ref. [1].
We would like to focus here on a generic problem that
appears in five and higher dimensions, namely, that the
simplest solutions are “hyper-stable,” meaning that no
linearized perturbations can propagate on them. In par-
ticular, we want to showcase how this problem can be
overcome in a particular setting, and what we can learn
from this.
The setting is a five-dimensional CS theory built upon
the Weyl subalgebra of the conformal algebra, which for-
goes special conformal transformations to include only
rotations, translations, and dilations. This is a theory
of gravity (in its first-order guise, as usual when deal-
ing with CS theories) non-minimally coupled to a one-
form field. The details of the theory are given in sec-
tion III, where the Lagrangian, gauge transformations,
and field equations are derived from the general proper-
ties of CS theories. It must be noted, however, that the
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gravitational Lagrangian is not Einstein–Hilbert’s, but
the dimensional continuation of the Euler density. This
term is a total derivative in four dimensions, but not in
five, where it leads to nontrivial dynamics [2]. In sec-
tion IV, we show that a Randall–Sundrum (RS) brane
universe [3, 4], with nonzero torsion along the direction
perpendicular to the brane, solves the CS field equa-
tions and admits linearized perturbations that propagate
as standard gravitational waves on a four-dimensional
Minkowski background.
Why should this be so? An attempt at answering this
question begins in section II, where we show that the RS
brane universe can be regarded as two copies of half a cer-
tain group manifold, with the brane acting as a mirror
between the two. The commutation relations for the as-
sociated Lie algebra are explicitly displayed. A CS theory
built upon this algebra would not be a theory of gravity,
however, since there is no Lorentz symmetry and hence
no spin connection or curvature. As the most economical
option, we embed the algebra in the Weyl subalgebra of
the conformal algebra, which includes the original gen-
erators, plus the Lorentz symmetry and a single extra
generator. It then comes as less of a surprise that the RS
brane universe is indeed a solution of a CS theory based
upon the Weyl algebra.
While the resulting system may not quite turn out to
be particularly realistic (we discuss some of its cosmo-
logical implications in section IV, where we show that it
can lead to unphysical consequences), and should there-
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2fore be regarded as a toy model, we believe that its main
interest lies in the lesson that is suggests: to construct
an admissible ground state for a CS theory, look for a
solution that admits a group structure.
Our method can be briefly described as follows.
Let A be a Lie algebra-valued one-form gauge connec-
tion and let F = dA + 12 [A,A] be its associated gauge
curvature. In d = 2n + 1 dimensions, the CS field equa-
tions can be written as 〈F nGA〉 = 0, where the GA
generators span a basis for the gauge algebra, and 〈· · · 〉
stands for a multilinear symmetric form of rank n+ 1 in-
variant under the algebra, such as the symmetrized trace
in a suitable matrix representation. The simplest solu-
tions satisfy F = 0, which, for n ≥ 2, means that they are
hyper-stable: no linear perturbations propagate around
this background.1 This happens because perturbations
must satisfy
〈
F n−1δFGA
〉
= 0, which becomes empty
when F = 0. For n = 1, on the other hand, pertur-
bations are not affected by the fact that F = 0, and
indeed there exist interesting cases of propagating fields
in three-dimensional CS theory (see, e.g., Ref. [5]). This
is even more remarkable given the fact that, provided
the algebra is semisimple (so that the bilinear form 〈· · · 〉
is invertible), the CS field equations in three dimensions
are actually equivalent to F = 0. A higher-dimensional
vacuum that admits linear perturbations must necessar-
ily have a non-vanishing gauge curvature, all the while
satisfying 〈F nGA〉 = 0.
Pick now a spacetime that is also a group manifold,
meaning that its vielbein EA can be regarded as the
Maurer–Cartan (MC) forms, θ = 1lE
AZA, of a cer-
tain Lie algebra spanned by the ZA generators. These
MC forms satisfy dθ + 12 [θ,θ] = 0. If A is given by
A = θ+W +· · · , where W is the Lorentz algebra-valued
spin connection, and the dots stand for any additional
fields, then the gauge curvature reads
F = dW +
1
2
[W ,W ]+dθ+
1
2
[θ,θ]+[W ,θ]+ · · · . (1)
Here, we identify R = dW + 12 [W ,W ] and T =
dθ + [W ,θ] with the Lorentz curvature and torsion, re-
spectively.
The fact that spacetime is a group manifold now has
several consequences. First of all, since dθ+ 12 [θ,θ] = 0,
some components of the gauge curvature vanish. On the
other hand, there’s no a priori reason why torsion should
vanish, so these models in general feature nonzero tor-
sion. The torsional degrees of freedom can be param-
eterized as TA = κABE
B , where κAB is the cotorsion
one-form. The cotorsion then determines the spin con-
nection via WAB = W˚AB + κAB , where the torsion-
less component W˚AB is found by solving the equation
dEA + W˚ABE
B = 0. In turn, the torsionless part of the
1 This is sometimes referred to as the “linearization instability”
problem in the literature.
spin connection is used to define the Riemann curvature,
R˚AB = dW˚
A
B + W˚
A
CW˚
C
B . Finally, the Lorentz curva-
ture is computed as RAB = R˚
A
B + D˚κ
A
B + κ
A
Cκ
C
B .
To summarize, the metric structure encoded in the
vielbein determines the torsionless component of the spin
connection and the Riemann curvature, while the cotor-
sion is needed to compute the full Lorentz curvature. The
fact that spacetime has a group structure means that the
problem of finding a general background that allows for
linear perturbations to propagate has been reduced to
finding a one-form cotorsion with this property, which
proves to be more tractable.
We close with some final thoughts and an outlook for
future work in section V.
II. RANDALL–SUNDRUM AND THE BIANCHI
CLASSIFICATION
Although far from self-evident, the RS metric is in-
trinsically related to the Weyl subgroup of the conformal
group in any dimension. The easiest way to see this is
by means of the MC approach to Lie groups [6].
Let M be a spacetime manifold endowed with a notion
of metricity g codified through a basis of vielbein one-
forms EA = EAµdx
µ,
g = ηABE
A ⊗ EB = gµνdxµ ⊗ dxν . (2)
Consider now a constant vector kA and a basis mA =
mAµdx
µ of vielbein one-forms for the Minkowski space-
time. Then it is straightforward to show that, when
EA (x) = − 1
kBmBλx
λ
mA, (3)
then M is the higher-dimensional analogue of a three-
dimensional Type V Bianchi spatial section [7].
As matter of fact, by defining the dimensionless one-
form
θA =
1
l
EA, (4)
where l is a constant parameter with units of length,2
one can prove that θA satisfies
dθC = −1
2
l
(
δCAkB − δCBkA
)
θA ∧ θB , (5)
2 We prefer the convention where the structure constants of a
Lie algebra are always dimensionless, and therefore the MC
one-forms θA must be dimensionless too. Since the metric
g = gµνdxµ ⊗ dxν has units of length squared, the vielbein
one-form EA has units of length. That is why it is necessary
to introduce a constant parameter l with units of length in or-
der to make everything dimensionally consistent. The same has
to be done in eq. (31). From a physical point of view it may
seem natural to identify l with the Planck length. The presence
of l can partially determine the structure of a theory; see, e.g.,
Ref. [8].
3and can therefore be regarded as the MC one-form for
the associated Lie algebra
[ZA,ZB ] = l
(
δCAkB − δCBkA
)
ZC . (6)
Eq. (6) is of course the generalization to an arbitrary di-
mension of the Bianchi Type V algebra, implying that M
is in this case also a group manifold. This is not strange;
the Bianchi classification of three-dimensional spaces has
been very well studied because of its importance in cos-
mology, but the general concept can be defined in any
dimension.
It is straightforward to check that the vielbein (3) in-
duces a warped metric g = ηABE
A ⊗ EB . For clarity,
let us choose a five-dimensional spacetime and a range of
indices A,B, . . . = 0, 1, . . . , 4. When kA is spacelike, it
possible to rotate the fu¨nfbein in such a way that the only
non-vanishing component of kA is k4 = k. After making
the standard transformation of coordinates x4 = ekz/k,
the associated metric becomes
g = e−2kzηµνdxµ ⊗ dxν + dz ⊗ dz. (7)
This means that the RS metric with a flat brane,
g¯ = e−2k|z|ηµνdxµ ⊗ dxν + dz ⊗ dz, (8)
may be regarded as describing half the group manifold,
glued with its reflection on the z = 0 brane. The direction
orthogonal to the brane is that of the vector kA.
Our purpose is to construct an off-shell invariant the-
ory of gravity in d = 5 that admits the RS metric as a
solution, with well-defined perturbations around it. To
achieve this goal, one may try a CS theory for the simple
one-form gauge connection
A =
1
l
EAZA, (9)
but this leads us nowhere; in order to describe gravity,
it is imperative to include the generators JAB of the
Lorentz symmetry. The set {ZA,JAB}, however, does
not span a Lie algebra. In order to close the algebra, the
smallest possible modification is to add a single extra
generator D, leading us to the Lie algebra
[ZA,ZB ] = l (ZAkB −ZBkA) , (10)
[JAB ,ZC ] = ηBCZA − ηACZB+
+ l (kAηBC − kBηAC)D, (11)
[JAB ,JCD] = ηBCJAD − ηBDJAC+
− ηACJBD + ηADJBC , (12)
[D,ZA] = ZA + lkAD. (13)
This algebra is not as unusual as it may seem at first
sight. It suffices to make the change of basis
PA = ZA + lkAD (14)
to see that it is equivalent to
[PA,PB ] = 0, (15)
[JAB ,PC ] = ηCBPA − ηCAPB , (16)
[JAB ,JCD] = ηBCJAD − ηBDJAC+
− ηACJBD + ηADJBC , (17)
[D,PA] = PA, (18)
which is the Weyl subalgebra of the conformal algebra,
[PA,PB ] = 0, (19)
[KA,KB ] = 0, (20)
[KA,PB ] = ηABD − JAB , (21)
[JAB ,PC ] = ηCBPA − ηCAPB , (22)
[JAB ,KC ] = ηCBKA − ηCAKB , (23)
[JAB ,JCD] = ηBCJAD − ηBDJAC+
− ηACJBD + ηADJBC , (24)
[D,PA] = PA, (25)
[D,KA] = −KA. (26)
Given this intimate relation between the Weyl subal-
gebra and the RS spacetime, one may expect that the RS
solution represents an interesting vacuum for a gauge the-
ory invariant under this symmetry. The Weyl CS gravity
in d = 5 is precisely this kind of gauge theory. The con-
struction of the Lagrangian and the study of its dynamics
are treated in the following sections.
III. CHERN–SIMONS GRAVITY WITH WEYL
INVARIANCE IN FIVE DIMENSIONS
CS gravity theories have been studied with interest in
the last decades. The idea originated in the 1980s with
the work of Refs. [9–16], and it has been developed in the
context of gravity and supergravity since then. A recent
review, with a focus on its application to gravity theory,
can be found in Ref. [1].
In odd dimensions, d = 2n + 1, a CS Lagrangian is
defined as
L(2n+1)CS = κn
∫ 1
0
dτ
〈
A ∧
(
τdA+
1
2
τ2 [A,A]
)∧n〉
,
(27)
where A corresponds to a Lie algebra-valued connection
one-form
A = AAµdx
µ ⊗GA, (28)
and
〈· · · 〉 : gn+1 → R (29)(
GA1 , . . . ,GAn+1
) 7→ gA1···An+1 = 〈GA1 · · ·GAn+1〉 ,
(30)
stands for a multilinear symmetric form of rank n + 1
invariant under the Lie algebra g.
4This kind of Lagrangian has several attractive features
as a field theory. For our purposes, the most relevant
are [1]:
1. CS gravities are background-free (a background
vielbein is not necessary to construct the theory,
as it is for instance in the case of the Yang–Mills
Lagrangian).
2. CS gravities are off-shell invariant under the sym-
metry group (up to boundary terms). This stands
in strong contrast with the standard Einstein–
Hilbert Lagrangian in d = 4 [17, 18].
3. Despite its topological origin, this kind of La-
grangian has propagating degrees of freedom when
d ≥ 5 (i.e., its degrees of freedom are not “just
topological” for d ≥ 5).
It is compelling to observe that the Einstein–Hilbert
Lagrangian with cosmological constant in d = 3 corre-
sponds to a CS three-form and therefore the Lagrangian
is off-shell gauge invariant, in stark contrast with the
four-dimensional case. It has been conjectured [13, 19]
that this invariance could be the underlying reason for
the renormalizability of three-dimensional gravity [20–
22]. Trying to repeat this feat has been perhaps one the
strongest motivations to pursue this kind of theory in
higher dimensions.
The main challenge here lies in the dynamics. In d = 3,
the degrees of freedom are topological and not propa-
gating; the equations of motion are simply F = 0. In
d ≥ 5, the equations of motion are highly nonlinear and
the phase space has a complicated structure. In fact, in
general the standard Dirac method for constraints cannot
be directly used [23–25], and this has been a big obstacle
for the quantization of this kind of theory in higher di-
mensions. It is interesting to notice that F = 0 is still a
solution for the equations of motion in higher dimensions,
but it is somehow “hyper-stable,” meaning that pertur-
bations on this background lead to the equation 0 = 0
and do not propagate. In practice, higher-dimensional
CS theories can have solutions admitting propagating de-
grees of freedom, but finding these states is nontrivial.
In order to solve this problem, warped spacetime solu-
tions have been successfully used in the past as vacuum
states in CS gravity theories in d = 11 (see Refs. [26, 27]).
In the present work, we will also use this kind of vacuum,
but from a slightly different point of view: the vanishing
torsion condition is not imposed in the bulk, and the RS
space corresponds to the group manifold for the trans-
lational part of the algebra. This means that on this
vacuum the fu¨nfbein corresponds to the MC form for the
translational piece.
The theory is constructed using the Lagrangian (27)
for n = 2 (i.e., d = 5) when the one-form connection
takes values in the Weyl subalgebra [cf. eqs. (10)–(13)]
A =
1
2
WABJAB +
1
l
EAZA + φD, (31)
where EA is the fu¨nfbein one-form, WAB is the five-
dimensional spin connection and φ = φµdx
µ is the one-
form field associated to dilations. The choice of the basis
(10)–(13) for the following work stems from practical pur-
poses, since aspects of the RS scenario are made explicit
through the algebra and its commuting relations.
Under an infinitesimal gauge transformation generated
by the local parameter
λ =
1
2
λABJAB +
1
l
λAZA + λD, (32)
the fields transform as components of the connection one-
form, i.e.,
δA = − (dλ+ [A,λ]) .
For Lorentz transformations we find
δWAB = −DWλAB , (33)
δEA = λABE
B , (34)
δφ = kAλ
A
BE
B . (35)
The ZA-boosts, on the other hand, act on the fields as
δWAB = 0, (36)
δEA = −DWλA − kBλBEA + (E⊥ − φ)λA, (37)
δφ = −kAWABλB − φkAλA. (38)
Finally, dilations read
δWAB = 0, (39)
δEA = λEA, (40)
δφ = −dλ+ λE⊥, (41)
where DW stands for the usual Lorentz covariant deriva-
tive, and E⊥ = kAEA.
It must be stressed that despite the nonstandard
form of the commutator (11), the fu¨nfbein behaves as a
Lorentz vector, and therefore the metric (2) remains in-
variant under local Lorentz transformations, as expected.
However, it is interesting to notice that, in our chosen ba-
sis [cf. eqs. (10)–(13)], the dilation field φ is not a Lorentz
scalar, since Lorentz transformations on planes orthogo-
nal to the brane are going to change it [cf. eq. (35)].
The fundamental ingredient in order to shape the La-
grangian for the theory is the invariant tensor. In order
to construct a nontrivial invariant tensor, we will use a
representation in terms of Dirac matrices in D = 6 for
the generators of the algebra (10)–(13). See Appendix A
for further details.
Using this matrix representation, we find that the non-
5vanishing symmetric invariant tensor components read
〈JABJCDZE〉 = 1
8
√
2
ABCDE+
+
α
4
(ηACηBD − ηADηBC) lkE , (42)
〈JABJCDD〉 = −α
4
(ηACηBD − ηADηBC) , (43)
〈ZAZBZC〉 = −
(
3
4
α+ α3
)
l3kAkBkC , (44)
〈ZAZBD〉 =
(
3
4
α+ α3
)
l2kAkB , (45)
〈ZADD〉 = −
(
3
4
α+ α3
)
lkA, (46)
〈DDD〉 = 3
4
α+ α3, (47)
where α is an arbitrary constant.
Using the subspace separation method introduced in
Refs. [28, 29], it is possible to write down an explicit
Lorentz-invariant expression for the CS Lagrangian in
d = 5 as
L(5)CS (A) =
3
32
√
2
1
l
ABCDER
AB ∧RCD ∧ EE+ (48)
+
3
8
α (φ− E⊥) ∧RAB ∧RBA+ (49)
+
(
3
4
α+ α3
)
(φ− E⊥) ∧ (dφ− dE⊥)∧2 , (50)
where RAB = dWAB + WAC ∧WCB and TA = dEA +
WAB ∧EB stand for the five-dimensional Lorentz curva-
ture and torsion.
The field equations (obtained by regarding EA, WAB
and φ as independent fields) can be reduced to the fol-
lowing independent relations in d = 5:
ABCDER
AB ∧RCD = 0,
(51)
1
l
ABCDER
CD ∧ TE − αRAB ∧ d (φ− E⊥) = 0,
(52)
α
[
1
8
RAB ∧RBA +
(
3
4
+ α2
)
[d (φ− E⊥)]∧2
]
= 0.
(53)
Some comments on the field equations (51)–(53) are
in order. In section IV A, a background solution with
RAB = 0 and TA 6= 0 is considered, and in section IV B,
the propagation of perturbations on this background is
studied.
Of course, the “hyper-stability” problem (also referred
to as “linearization instability”) on the RAB = 0 back-
ground is still present in eq. (51), but not in eq. (52).
That is why the linearized dynamics of perturbations in
section IV B stems from eqs. (52) and (53). Eq. (51) can-
not be simply dismissed, of course, because in principle
it could give rise to nonlinear constraints which could
seriously hinder the propagation of perturbations. That
this is not the case for the vacuum proposed by us can
be shown by considering the non-perturbative dynamics
of the system. This is done in section IV C, where it is
shown that in fact eq. (51) does not prevent the prop-
agation of perturbations on the torsional background.
However, eq. (51) has nontrivial dynamical consequences:
the four-dimensional cosmological constant has to be re-
placed by a “cosmological function” related to the four-
dimensional Euler density of the brane.
IV. DYNAMICS
The goal of this section is to find a vacuum for the CS
theory constructed in section III that allows for linear
perturbations of the fields to propagate, and to study its
dynamics. First, in section IV A a vacuum is constructed,
and propagation of linear perturbations on the field equa-
tions (52) and (53) is studied in section IV B. After this,
the dynamics generated by the whole set of field equa-
tions, including eq. (51), is analyzed non-perturbatively
in section IV C.
There are several possible vacuum candidates for the
field equations (51)–(53). A warped space choice along
the lines of Refs. [26, 27] is a good solution to the prob-
lem. Here we will use also a warped geometry solution,
but with a twist: torsion doesn’t have to vanish. As we
will show, in this context it is very natural to have tor-
sion in the bulk, but a torsion-free brane universe. Here,
torsion is regarded as a pure geometric quantity, along
the lines of the Einstein–Cartan formalism. It should
be noted though, that torsion could emerge from other
sources, as happens for instance when we add fermions
to a gravity theory in d = 4, and in String Theory,
where torsion arises from the Kalb–Ramond field poten-
tial. When torsion is present, the spin connection and the
vielbein represent independent degrees of freedom. The
full spin connection can be split as WAB = W˚AB +κAB ,
where W˚AB stands for the torsion-free part, defined im-
plicitly by dEA + W˚AB ∧ EB = 0, and κAB is the co-
torsion one-form tensor, which is related to the torsion
two-form through
TA = κAB ∧ EB . (54)
In this case one must distinguish between the Lorentz
curvature two-form, RAB = dWAB +WAC ∧WCB , built
from the full Lorentz connection WAB , and the Riemann
curvature two-form, R˚AB = dW˚AB +W˚AC ∧W˚CB , built
from the torsion-free part only. Both are related through
the equation
RAB = R˚AB + D˚κAB + κAC ∧ κCB , (55)
where D˚ stands for the covariant derivative in the torsion-
free connection W˚AB .
6From now on, we will use the range of indices in up-
percase as A,B,C = 0, . . . , 4 and a, b, c = 0, . . . , 3 in
lowercase.
A. Torsional Randall–Sundrum background
solution
Let us start by considering a RS geometry described
by the fu¨nfbein
EA =
{
Ea = e−k|z|ma,
E4 = dz,
(56)
where ma corresponds to the vierbein of four-dimensional
Minkowski spacetime.
The independent degrees of freedom of the spin con-
nection described by the cotorsion can be chosen as
κAB = −sgn (z) (kAEB − kBEA) . (57)
This is a very particular state. Calling ω˚ab the torsion-
free spin connection for the brane (defined by dma +
ω˚ab ∧ mb = 0), then the spin connection generated by
the cotorsion (57) is given by
WAB =
{
W ab = ω˚ab,
W a4 = 0,
(58)
It may seem paradoxical, but this connection creates a
non-vanishing torsion in the bulk given by
TA = dEA +WAB ∧ EB = sgn (z)EA ∧ E⊥. (59)
This is a state with nonzero torsion in the bulk, but with
vanishing torsion in the brane. In a similar way, the stan-
dard Riemann curvature two-form corresponds as usual
to
R˚ab = −sgn2 (z) k2Ea ∧ Eb, (60)
R˚a4 =
[
2δ (z)− k sgn2 (z)]Ea ∧ E⊥, (61)
but the spacetime is Lorentz-flat, i.e., RAB = 0, and
therefore the torsion is covariantly constant, DWT
A =
0.3
Finally, the dilation one-form field is given by
φ = u (x) dv (x) , (62)
with u (x) and v (x) two arbitrary scalar functions de-
pending on the brane coordinates.
3 This is a consequence of the Bianchi identities, DRAB = 0,
DTA = RABE
B .
B. Perturbations
The state described by eqs. (56), (57) and (62) satisfies
the field equations (51)–(53) and proves to be an inter-
esting vacuum for the CS theory. As a matter of fact, let
us consider a perturbation on the solution parameterized
by
EA → EA + 1
2
hA, (63)
WAB →WAB + UAB + ΞAB , (64)
φ→ φ+ ϕ. (65)
The perturbations of the spin connection are split in
the mode UAB (h, ∂h), which doesn’t change the torsion,
and the mode ΞAB , which does. In particular, this means
that
1
2
DWh
A + UAB ∧ EB = 0, (66)
and δTA = ΞAB ∧ EB .
The vacuum described by eqs. (56), (57), and (62)
shows some interesting features. First of all, since RAB =
0, eq. (51) doesn’t provide us with any information at the
linear level (the “0 = 0” problem), and therefore it will be
studied non-perturbatively in section IV C. In contrast,
eq. (52) does allow for linear perturbations to propagate
on this background. A particularly interesting case from
a four-dimensional point of view occurs when the one-
form hA is given by the warped ansatz
hA =
{
h4 = 0,
ha = e−k|z|hˇab (x) eb,
(67)
with dφ = 0 and ΞAB = 0. In this case, linear perturba-
tions on the field equation (52) take the form
1
2
abcdDω˚U
ab ∧ ec ∧ E⊥ = 0, (68)
which correspond to standard gravitational waves hˇ+µν =
1
2 (hµν + hνµ) on a four-dimensional Minkowski back-
ground. The general modes with ΞAB 6= 0 describe a
“torsional wave,” which also depends on the antisym-
metric component hˇ−µν =
1
2 (hµν − hνµ) of the one-form
hA.
This nontrivial dynamics for the propagation of linear
perturbations seems highly satisfactory from a physical
point of view. However, its consistency with eq. (51)
at the non-perturbative level still has to be checked; see
section IV C.
A more rigorous analysis of the symplectic matrix of
the system,
ΩijKL = −3gKLM ijklF¯Mkl, (69)
following the lines of Ref. [25], but considering dilations
instead of U (1), has been performed in the particular
7case when φ = φ4 (xbrane)E
4. The maximal rank of the
matrix is 64−4 = 60, but for the vacuum state described
above the rank is just 32. This is not a surprise con-
sidering that we are studying a vacuum state which is
Lorentz flat, RAB = 0, but it does indicate that we have
an irregular and degenerate state, and the counting of de-
grees of freedom cannot be performed na¨ıvely following
the standard Dirac procedure.
C. Non perturbative dynamics
Let us slightly modify our ansatz. First, let us con-
sider a RS brane of arbitrary geometry, described by the
fu¨nfbein one-form
EA =
{
Ea = e−k|z|ea,
E4 = dz,
(70)
where now ea (x) is an arbitrary vierbein one-form for
the brane instead of the Minkowskian vierbein one-form
ma we have used before.
In the same way, instead of eqs. (57) and (62) for
the cotorsion κAB and the dilation one-form φ, let us
parametrize the fields as
κAB =
[
τ (x) ek|z| − sgn (z)
] (
kAEB − kBEA) , (71)
φ = −2
[
kzτ (x) + e−k|z|
]
dv (x) , (72)
where τ (x) and v (x) are arbitrary scalar functions.
Under this ansatz, the components of the two-forms
Lorentz curvature, torsion and dilation field strength
read
Rab = r˚ab − k2τ2ea ∧ eb, (73)
Ra4 = −kdτ ∧ ea, (74)
TA =
[
sgn (z)− τek|z|
]
EA ∧ E⊥, (75)
dφ = −2
[
sgn (z)− τek|z|
]
e−k|z|dv ∧ E⊥+
+ 2kzdv ∧ dτ, (76)
where r˚ab = dω˚ab + ω˚ac ∧ ω˚cb corresponds to the Rie-
mann two-form associated to the torsionless spin connec-
tion ω˚ab on the brane (defined by dea + ω˚ab ∧ eb = 0).
Again, this is a torsionless configuration for the brane,
but with non-vanishing torsion for the bulk. Using the
Bianchi identities it is straightforward to prove that
DWT
A = −ek|z|dτ ∧ EA ∧ E⊥, (77)
and therefore τ = const. corresponds to a covariantly
constant torsion state, DWT
a = 0.
When the new ansa¨tze for the fields, eqs. (70)–(72),
are satisfied, it is possible to prove that the field equa-
tions (51)–(53) reduce to the independent relations for
the four-dimensional geometry
abcdr˚
ab ∧ r˚cd − k4τ4abcdea ∧ eb ∧ ec ∧ ed = 0,
(78)
1
2
abcd
(˚
rab − k2τ2ea ∧ eb) ∧ ec − αkled ∧ dv ∧ dτ = 0,
(79)
αr˚ab ∧ r˚ba = 0.
(80)
Eq. (80) implies that the four-dimensional brane geome-
try is restricted to be Pontryagin-density-vanishing when
α 6= 0. Eq. (79) corresponds to the standard four-
dimensional Einstein–Hilbert equations, with an effective
four-dimensional stress-energy tensor given by 4
κ4Tab ∗ ea = αkleb ∧ dv ∧ dτ (81)
and a “cosmological function”
Λ (x) = 3k2τ2 (x) . (82)
Finally, eq. (78) indicates that this cosmological function
Λ (x) is not arbitrary, but related to the brane’s Euler
density,
Λ (x) =
√
∗
(
− 9
4!
abcdr˚ab ∧ r˚cd
)
. (83)
Spherically symmetric solutions to this modified the-
ory of gravity include the Schwarzchild solution only in
the far-field limit. In order to avoid unphysical conse-
quences, one might wish to turn to the supersymmetric
extension of the theory. In this case, some components of
the one-form gravitini in the super-connection can play
the role of dark matter fields non-minimally coupled to
the geometry. This may allow for a more realistic geom-
etry solution, which will be treated elsewhere.
Using the non-perturbative equations (78)–(80), it is
possible to check the consistency of the perturbative anal-
ysis made in section IV B. In order to focus our atten-
tion on the gravitational piece, we have chosen a non-
perturbative solution which is much more general for
the curvature and torsion. However, we have chosen a
more restrictive φ solution, in such a way that it satis-
fies dφ ∧ dφ = 0 and kills many terms orthogonal to the
brane.
After some algebraic manipulation, the “problematic”
field equation (51) becomes eq. (78). The same happens
with eqs. (52) and (79), and eqs. (53) and (80), respec-
tively.
Now it is possible to understand why the linear per-
turbations in section IV B were allowed to propagate
in the form of standard gravitational waves on a four-
dimensional Minkowskian background. The first term
4 Here ∗ denotes the four-dimensional Hodge dual.
8in eq. (79) generates the standard four-dimensional tor-
sionless Einstein–Hilbert dynamics. Eq. (78) does not
freeze the dynamics, but it requires the “cosmological
function” given by eq. (83). The background considered
in section IV B is equivalent to r˚ab = τ = 0. In such a
case, the cosmological function Λ = 3k2τ2 vanishes and
it doesn’t change under linear perturbations. Therefore,
torsion-preserving perturbations on such a background
must reproduce standard four-dimensional gravitational
waves on the brane, as was shown in eq. (68).
D. Cosmological Models
So far, we have studied solutions for our d = 5 CS
gravity theory when torsion is nonzero along the bulk.
We have seen that torsion itself has an effect upon the
Einstein equations for the brane [i.e., that torsion plays
a role in the cosmological function (83)], so it would be
interesting to explore whether it somehow impacts the
dynamics of certain systems, e.g., cosmological models.
In order to probe the possible behavior when matter is
coupled to the theory (e.g., in a supersymmetric exten-
sion), let us consider the cosmological toy model gener-
ated when the cosmological constant is replaced by the
expression in eq. (83). To this end, we use the effective
Einstein equations for the brane (79) with a spatial-flat
FLRW metric, along with the effective four-dimensional
stress-energy tensor (81), taken to be that of a perfect
fluid, suitable for a cosmological treatment.
With the previous considerations, the cosmological
function (83) becomes
Λ (t) =
3
c2
a˙
a
√
a¨
a
=
3
c2
√−qH2, (84)
where q = −a¨a/a˙2 is the cosmological deceleration pa-
rameter. From eq. (84), we see that our model requires
q < 0 in order not to generate imaginary terms in the
field equations, and therefore it is forced to produce ac-
celerating universes only.
The modified FLRW equations for the brane read(
a˙
a
)2
− a˙
a
√
a¨
a
=
1
3
c2κ4ρ, (85)
2
a¨
a
+
(
a˙
a
)2
− 3 a˙
a
√
a¨
a
= −c2κ4p. (86)
We can see that eqs. (85)–(86) together imply the energy
balance equation
ρ˙+ 3
a˙
a
(ρ+ p) = 0. (87)
Now if we choose an equation of state in the form of a
barotropic fluid p = wρ, plug it into the energy balance
equation, and solve the resulting system together with
eq. (85), we obtain several families of solutions. One of
them is a scale factor of the form
a (t) = a0 exp
(
c
√
Λ¯
3
t
)
, (88)
where a0 and Λ¯ are constants. This alternative leads to
a standard cosmology with a fixed cosmological constant
Λ = Λ¯ and exponential growth, so we won’t pursuit it
any further.
More interesting solutions are of the form
a (t) = ap
(
t
tp
)αw
, (89)
and
a (t) = a0
(
1 +
H0
αw
t
)αw
, (90)
where the αw exponent is given by
αw = − 4
9 (w + 1)
(
w − 13
) . (91)
Let us briefly consider both scenarios. When the αw
exponent is positive, the solution describes a universe
where at t = 0 we have a (0) = 0 and a divergent Hubble
parameter,
H (t) =
αw
t
. (92)
The interesting point is that we always have a negative
constant deceleration parameter,
q = −
[
3
2
(
w +
1
3
)]2
, (93)
implying an accelerating universe regardless of the value
of w.
Fig. 1, drawn for the particular case of w = 0 (dust),
αw = 4/3, is representative of the behavior of the cosmo-
logical parameters.
On the other hand, eq. (90) describes a scenario where
at t = 0 we have a (0) = a0 and H (0) = H0. Again,
we find exactly the same constant and always negative
deceleration parameter (93) from the former solution. In
this particular model, it is possible to find some singu-
larities for a (t) at finite future times depending in the
values of w. However, the important point is that the
idea of a cosmological function given by eq. (84) enforces
a negative deceleration parameter.
It is worth observing that other “self-accelerating”
models are known to arise from branes in higher-
dimensional gravity (see Refs. [30–32]). Therefore, it
seems natural to also find this kind of models in the
context of the modified FLRW equations (85)–(86) orig-
inated from a torsional RS state in five dimensional CS
gravity. However, the model shown here has the partic-
ular feature of always requiring acceleration in a natural
way, regardless of the details of the coupling to matter.
In particular, it is possible to have accelerated universes
even in the case of only dust (dark matter).
90 1 2 3 4 5
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0
1
2
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t/tp
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H/t−1p
q
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p/pp
FIG. 1. Cosmological parameters a, H, q, ρ and p for the
solution in eq. (89), with w = 0. The curve for Λ is identical
to the curve for ρ (properly normalized). When w = 0, the
pressure vanishes.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The main result of the present article is the realiza-
tion that a flat RS brane is a solution of five-dimensional
CS gravity, and more importantly, it is a vacuum which
admits the propagation of linear perturbations. The CS
theory is off-shell gauge invariant under the Weyl sub-
group of Conf5. Both, the solution and the symmetry,
were carefully chosen in such a way that:
1. The vacuum solution is a higher-dimensional gen-
eralization of a Bianchi space.
2. The symmetry of the CS theory contains the
Bianchi algebra as the translational subalgebra,
and the fu¨nfbein is the piece of the connection as-
sociated to these generators.
Together, both conditions imply that, on the vacuum, the
fu¨nfbein corresponds to the MC one-form for the trans-
lational part of the algebra. In particular, this implies
that the associated gauge curvature components vanish.
Our solution requires that five-dimensional torsion be
nonzero. It then becomes necessary to distinguish be-
tween Lorentzian and Riemannian curvature. The cho-
sen vacuum is indeed Lorentz-flat but not Riemann-flat.
In this sense, it is necessary to follow an approach very
similar to the one of Refs. [33, 34] but in five instead
of three dimensions, and featuring a brane instead of a
black hole. And in the same way as in Refs. [33, 34],
torsion is covariantly constant, DTA = 0.
Despite all this, four-dimensional brane torsion van-
ishes and the dynamics of the perturbations is the
same as standard gravitational waves in d = 4 on a
Minkowskian background. However, far from the per-
turbative regime it induces an effective four-dimensional
“cosmological function” Λ (x) proportional to the square
root of the Euler density of the brane,
Λ (x) =
√
∗
(
− 9
4!
abcdr˚ab ∧ r˚cd
)
(94)
This turns out to be an interesting toy model from the
point of view of cosmology, because the field equations
only allow accelerated cosmologies with q < 0, regardless
of the details of matter interaction. The effect of torsion
in braneworld scenarios on the effective four-dimensional
Einstein equations has also been studied in Refs. [35–39].
There is a lot of room for further research from the
ideas presented here.
First, it is necessary to remember that what we have
presented here is just a toy model, and it would be inter-
esting to construct a more realistic version of it. Despite
of having found a nice solution to the vacuum problem
for this particular CS theory and having some interest-
ing possibilities in cosmology, it is necessary to stress that
having an effective “cosmological function” Λ (x) propor-
tional to the square root of the Euler density also induces
some unphysical consequences (e.g., Schwarzschild solu-
tion only in the far-field limit). However, the problem
seems to be solvable by considering the supersymmetric
extension of the CS theory here presented (i.e., CS super-
gravity, see Refs. [15, 16]). In this case, it is necessary to
work with a super-connection one-form, where the one-
form gravitini fields are associated to the fermionic piece
of the superalgebra. This would relax some of the con-
straints, and the gravitini should play the role of a dark
matter background for the brane geometry. On this back-
ground, a more realistic dynamics is to be expected. A
somewhat similar system was studied in Ref. [40], where,
however, the CS theory is based upon a supersymmetric
version of the anti-de Sitter algebra, instead of the Weyl
algebra.
Second, it is possible to conjecture that the underly-
ing reason for the nice behavior of our vacuum choice is
that, on it, spacetime has the structure of a group man-
ifold, with the fu¨nfbein corresponding to its associated
MC one-form. Here we have studied just one single case
(the generalized Type V space of the Bianchi classifica-
tion), but many other possibilities remain to be studied.
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Appendix A: Representation of the Weyl Subalgebra
In order to find a useful invariant tensor [cf. eqs. (42)–
(47)] for the Weyl subalgebra (10)–(13), it is necessary
to find a suitable matrix representation.
Such a representation can be constructed using the
Dirac representation in D = 6,
ΓAΓB + ΓBΓA = 2ηAB1, (A1)
in terms of 23×23 Dirac matrices. Here we use uppercase
indices with the range A,B,C = 0, 1, . . . , 5 and lowercase
indices with the range a, b, c = 0, 1, . . . , 4.
In terms of the Dirac representation, it is possible to
construct a base {ΓA1···An}6n=0 for all 23×23 matrices as
ΓA1···An =
1
n!
δB1···BnA1···AnΓB1 · · ·ΓBn ,
where, with the exception of the identity matrix Γ = 1,
all ΓA1···An matrices are traceless.
In particular, let us consider the matrices
ΓAB =
{
Γab,
Γa5,
ΓA =
{
Γa,
Γ5.
In terms of them, a representation for the algebra (10)–
(13) is given by
Jab =
1
2
Γab,
Za =
1
2
√
2
(Γa5 − Γa)− lka
(
1
2
Γ5 + α1
)
,
D =
1
2
Γ5 + α1,
with α an arbitrary constant.
In order to construct the invariant tensor (42)–(47), it
is necessary to use the symmetrized trace, some prop-
erties of Dirac matrices in D = 6, and the algebra of
matrices
ΓM1···MpΓN1···Nq =
min(p,q)∑
s=0
(−1)s(s−1)/2
(s!)
2
(p− s)! (q − s)!×
× η[B1···Bs][C1···Cs]δA1···Ap−sB1···BsM1··· ···Mp×
× δC1···CsAp−s+1···Ap+q−2sN1··· ···Nq ΓA1···Ap+q−2s ,
where
η[A1···As][B1···Bs] = ηA1C1 · · · ηAsCsδC1···CsB1···Bs .
For more details on higher-dimensional Dirac matrices
manipulation, a valuable guide can be found in Ref. [41].
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